2021 Nursing Award

After experiencing a worldwide pandemic, Americans have never been more grateful to the nursing profession. There are nearly 3 million nurses in the U.S., and for more than a year, a majority of these nurses have toiled on the frontlines of the coronavirus pandemic. This is a great opportunity for people to acknowledge and show their gratitude towards nurses for their significant contributions to our well-being.

SBELIH Named New Chief Nursing Officer and Senior Vice President of Patient Care

Suzie Marriott, MS, RN, PMH-BC, was appointed the new Chief Nursing Officer and Senior Vice President of Patient Care. Reporting directly to Paul J. Connor, Chief Administrative Officer. Marriott is the professional and operational lead for nursing and patient care services for SBELIH. She is responsible for maintaining clinical and patient care standards while promoting and inspiring quality improvement initiatives.

Marriott is passionate about mental health care. Since 2012, she has been a volunteer Suicide Prevention Trainer with the Center for Suicide Prevention of NY. In 2021, she gave a presentation at American Psychiatric Nurse Association NY State Conference entitled “Suicide Intervention: Making a Difference One Person at a Time.” Over the years, she has spoken frequently on suicide intervention.

Marriott says coming to work at Stony Brook Eastern Long Island Hospital reminds her of where she grew up. “The small community and beautiful environment has been very welcoming to me since I began,” says Suzie. “I hope to create a place of unity at SBELIH with patient healthcare as the top priority.”

Greenport and Southold Rotary Clubs Present “The Vax Squad” with The Laura Goodale Award

The Greenport and Southold Rotary Clubs presented the SBELIH COVID-19 Vaccination Squad with the Laura Goodale Award. Every year, the Laura Goodale Award is given to a SBELIH employee who embodies the legacy of Laura Goodale.

The SBELIH Vax Squad worked tirelessly over the past several months to provide COVID-19 Vaccinations to the East End of Long Island. Doctors, nurses, hospital staff and volunteers took the time from their everyday work to ensure that the Vaccine Pods ran smoothly. Since March, The SBELIH Vax Squad worked diligently to set up the location and provide vaccines to the community in a safe environment. Their continued hard work and dedication is commendable.

Nurse Practitioner is Now Seeing Patients in Greenport!

Anne Klassert, RN, MS, ANP-BC, our Certified Urology Nurse Practitioner for the Department of Urology is now seeing patients in our Greenport location. This is a much needed service that will enhance our patient care.

Klassert has a Master of Science in Adult Health from SUNY Stony Brook (1993) and Bachelor of Science in Nursing from Binghamton University (1983). She specializes in general urology and female urology.
John Roe, MD Joined North Fork Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine

John Roe, MD joined North Fork Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine in Mattituck, a full-service orthopaedic practice in Stony Brook Medicine’s expanding network of community practices and physicians. Dr. Roe is a fellowship-trained orthopaedic sports medicine surgeon specializing in treating all sports and activity-related injuries, both operative and nonoperative. He has specialized training in anatomic and reverse shoulder replacements for arthritis and fractures.

Dr. Roe is an Assistant Clinical Professor in the Department of Orthopaedic Surgery at Stony Brook University Hospital and serves as the Director of Orthopaedic Surgery at SBELIH.

Orthopaedic Practice Joined Stony Brook Medicine Community Network

Ashton L. Stanton, MD and his practice, East End Spine and Sports Medicine, also joined Stony Brook Medicine Community Medical Group, Stony Brook Medicine’s expanding network of community practices and physicians.

Dr. Stanton completed his fellowship and training in spine and sports medicine in New York, NY at the Hospital for Special Surgery. Dr. Stanton specializes in nonsurgical interventional spine and sports medicine. Split between Greenport and Hampton Bays, at East End Spine and Sport Medicine, Stanton’s goal is for patients to return to their highest level of performance at work, sports or recreational exercise.

Dietary Welcomed Robert Galinski

SBELIH welcomed Robert Galinski to our team as the Director of Nutrition. Galinski provides a wealth of knowledge and experience with over 20 years of being in the food industry and working in a hospital and long term care setting. He studied Culinary Arts (AOS) at Johnson & Wales University in Providence, RI and Hospitality Administration at New York Institute of Technology (BPS) in Central Islip, NY.

Galinski always has a smile on his face. His position at SBELIH was a dream come true. The passion, family-oriented, fantastic environment at SBELIH aligns with his personal values and goals - focusing on the patients and their needs and making them feel as comfortable and at home as possible.

Galinski’s plans include working on the infrastructure of the kitchen, the food quality for patients, and the Greenhouse Grill. We look forward to all Galinski will bring to the table to make your stomachs happy!

Peconic Landing and Stony Brook Medicine Broke Ground on New Center for Well Being

Peconic Landing, the East End’s only continuing care retirement community, hosted a groundbreaking ceremony on September 30, 2021 to celebrate the start of construction on their new Center for Well Being in partnership with Stony Brook Medicine.

This partnership and expansion will allow Peconic Landing to provide additional specialty care physicians, including rheumatologists and orthopaedic doctors. These offices will be open to the greater East End Community. In addition, this expansion will establish dedicated office space for Peconic Landing’s Home Health Services.
**Vaccines: Our Hope to End This Pandemic**

The arrival of vaccines was good news in the fight against COVID-19. With this, a “Vax Squad” was put into place that enabled us to vaccinate hundreds of employees and essential community members. Behind the scenes this team worked tirelessly with Stony Brook and the New York State Department of Health and led a committee to make our vaccine administration program possible, ensuring all necessary communication plans, logistics and protocols were in place for months.

Taking it to the Streets -- Once the public became eligible to receive the vaccine, SBELIH partnered with the Southold Town, Peconic Landing and Southold Senior Center. SBELIH thanks each and every one of you for your continued dedication and commitment to our mission to make a difference in the well-being of our community.

**Stony Brook Eastern Long Island Physician Assistant Awarded Doctorate**

Christopher Edelstein, SBELIH’s very own Physician Assistant recently received his Doctorate in Clinical Medicine, something very few Physician Assistant’s do. A Doctorate in Clinical Medicine will allow him the opportunity to step into a leadership role in administration.

Edelstein has always been drawn to the medical field, he just wasn’t sure where his career path would find him. He began his medical career in physical therapy and was introduced to a physician assistant and decided to pursue a career as a PA after learning where this profession could take him.

From there Edelstein received his Physician Assistant degree at Touro School of Health Sciences, and went on to the University of Nebraska to complete his Master’s Degree. Edelstein credits the supportive and nurturing environment at SBELIH for allowing him to pursue his dream of obtaining a Doctoral Degree.

“While it has been time consuming and hard to juggle school, work and home life, working at SBELIH has allowed me to pursue my dream” says Edelstein, “Dr. Schiff and Dr. Sturmann have both supported me in my efforts to receive my Doctorate.”

Edelstein worked on his dissertation for the University of Lynchburg. Using his experience at SBELIH with COVID-19 patients receiving the antibody treatment as his focal point for the literature review. He received his Doctorate in September 2021.

In addition to receiving his PhD, Edelstein has been selected as part of the The National Commission on Certification of Physician Assistants, Inc (NCCPA) 2021-22 PA Ambassador Cohort. Each year NCCPA partners with Certified PAs to spread awareness of the profession through social media and various publications. This year’s ambassador cohort will also complete at least one outreach activity in their local community to help educate others about the work of Certified PAs.

**White Ribbon Project – It’s Time to Re-write the Lung Cancer Narrative**

This past April, SBELIH welcomed Ellen Wiederlight from The White Ribbon Project. Wiederlight just celebrated six years as a survivor of Stage IV Lung Cancer. As a member of the White Ribbon Project, she visited to present a white ribbon to SBELIH and raise awareness to Lung Cancer. SBELIH healthcare professionals, Nancy Ryan, Patty Young, and Dr. Z. Micah Kaplan were always there and offered Wiederlight a lot of support during her battle with Lung Cancer.
SBELIH - The ONLY Hospital in the Northeast to Participate in NIDA Vivitrol Study

SBELIH is on the forefront of innovation for patients in detox treatment. As one of six locations participating in the National Institute for Drug Abuse (NIDA) Vivitrol Study, Quannacut at SBELIH is the only location in the Northeast that was selected. Dr. Richard Rosenthal (Principal Investigator), Dr. Jared Pachter (Sub Investigator), and Dr. Lloyd Simon (Sub Investigator) applied to be chosen for this study that they are now implementing at Quannacut Inpatient and Outpatient Services.

Vivitrol, a brand name for the drug naltrexone, is a new approach to treating opioid dependency. The drug works to effectively block the effect of opioids by binding the opioid receptors in the brain. The medicine was first offered as a pill and is now available as a shot known as Vivitrol.

The NIDA Vivitrol Study targets patients who are addicted to opioids. The study is scheduled to last 90 weeks and provides a path for naltrexone to be administered within two days on a very small dose. The study is being done in two separate treatments known as “Standard” and “Swift.”

The Standard treatment provides a baseline with the typical six to eight-day detox period and seven-day required abstinence period before Vivitrol is given. The Swift treatment is when the new method is applied. The new method shortens the time between detox and the first dose of Vivitrol. Patients must first be cleared of withdrawal symptoms to begin. Then they get their first dose of naltrexone after two days that is increased over the course of a few days before the Vivitrol shot is administered, possibly by the fifth day.

The study itself is considered random, so every six weeks another site is added to the Swift treatment and the goal is to eventually get to five sites using the Swift treatment and one remaining on the Standard. SBELIH is a Swift site and so far 5 patients have received the Vivitrol injection and have been discharged.

Vivitrol does come with some significant risk, mainly if a person goes back to using the same amount of drugs four weeks after receiving the shot. The body would become more sensitive to drugs as their tolerance would have dissipated. To reduce risk, SBELIH is using Vivitrol in Quannacut Inpatient to keep patients in a safe and caring environment while they are receiving this treatment. All patients are then discharged with a comprehensive plan that includes follow up at Quannacut Outpatient, where they will receive two additional monthly injections of Vivitrol and are monitored continuously for the duration.

SBELIH is proud to be a part of this revolutionary study that will help patients in their battle with addiction.

Medical Staff Leadership at SBELIH

- Chair of ELI Leadership Coordinating Council: Dr. Kai Sturmann
- Vice Chair of ELI Leadership Coordinating Council: Dr. Melany Hughes
- Secretary / Treasurer of the ELI Campus Leadership Council: Dr. Lloyd Simon
- Vice Chief of Surgery: Dr. Melany Hughes
- Vice Chief of Medicine: Dr. Brian Boden
- Members at Large for ELI LCC (2): Dr. Brian Boden and Dr. Jay Slotkin

SBUH Medical Staff Medical Board Representation

- Medical Director: Dr. Lloyd Simon
- Chief Administrative Officer: Paul Connor
- SBELIH Leadership: Dr. Kai Sturmann
- Member at Large: Dr. Michael Sorrentino
- Member at Large: Dr. Jay Slotkin
A YEAR OF GENEROUS GIFTS FROM OUR COMMUNITY

Behavioral Health Patients Benefit Once More with Pet Therapy

SBELIH received a $5,000 grant from North Fork Side by Side Foundation to fund our Pet Therapy Program. Pet Therapy has been a vital aspect of our Behavioral Health Program for more than 15 years and has continued until today with the gracious support of donors. We are so proud to be able to provide this alternative form of therapy to our patients. This program generates smiles from the very first steps these furry friends make into our building. Most importantly, it enriches the therapeutic environment, for not only our patients, but staff as well. It creates an environment from which patients and staff may begin to relate and interact with one another on a common level; thus developing an enhanced, more effective therapeutic rapport. We are so grateful for this generous support; the emotional boost this program gives to our patients is significant.

SBELIH’s Behavioral Health Unit is a place where compassionate professionals work to maintain a nurturing environment that enables patients to stabilize, recover, and transition back into the community. The Behavioral Health Unit encompasses, Quannacut Inpatient and Outpatient Addiction Services and Psychiatry Services for adults over the age of 18. Stony Brook Medicine Quannacut Outpatient in Riverhead is home to the outpatient facility, where patients can continue their recovery journey. The philosophy of “Quannacut” (the Native American word for “hope” or “rainbow”) addresses addiction/chemical dependency as a treatable disease.

Southold Rotary Club Donated to SBELIH Behavioral Health

The Southold Rotary President Christopher Gallagher delivered a $500 check to SBELIH. This donation will provide much needed support of personal items for SBELIH Behavioral Health patients. When the Southold Rotary heard that Quannacut Inpatient needed funds to support their patients they did not think twice.

The Southold Rotary has always been a big supporter of SBELIH; they love to give back to the hospital community as often as they can.

Anonymous Donation Helped SBELIH Buy Monitor Equipment for the Entire Hospital

A donor, who wishes to remain anonymous, provided a $500,000 gift to purchase patient monitoring equipment to bring the latest in patient monitoring technology to our patients. This anonymous generosity exemplifies the deep care for our hospital and our community.

The Harolds Provide Not One, But Two Vapotherm High Flow Oxygen Units

Vapotherm technology is a breakthrough in respiratory care — a fast and safe way to provide treatment for undifferentiated respiratory distress with one single tool. Thanks to Peter and Erica Harold, this really gave us a leg up on COVID-19 treatment.

The ME8 Ultrasound System

Many thanks to The Harolds who purchased the ME8 Ultrasound System for our ER. This system has been thoughtfully designed to overcome the obstacles clinicians face in today’s challenging healthcare environment. With a sealed user interface and revolutionary, software-based beam former technology, the ME8 Ultrasound System combines best-in-class image quality with an intuitive user experience to help ensure reliable and efficient diagnosis during the most challenging exams.
ELIHF Appointed Doreen A. Barr to its Board of Directors

Born and raised on Long Island, Doreen A. Barr has been a resident of the Town of Southold since 1990, during which time she also lived in Ohio, Florida, Connecticut and The Republic of Singapore. While spending summers on the North Fork with her parents, she came to understand the critical importance of having a professional, responsive, and top-tier healthcare system that communities could trust and depend on.

Barr has taken part in a number of ELIHF fundraisers and brings a wealth of knowledge, experience and an unwavering commitment to ensuring the North Fork has the financial resources to meet ELIHF missions and goals.

She holds a Bachelor of Science cum laude from Adelphi University and a MA in Education Administration from The Ohio State University. An award-winning retired teacher and coach, Barr spent nearly two decades working as part of the faculty and administration in school districts in New York and Connecticut.

In addition to other responsibilities as part of the board, Barr hopes to focus on extending ELIHF’s educational outreach to schools in the community.

ELIHF Welcomed Sheri Winter Parker to the Board of Directors

Sheri Winter Parker is a proud member of the Southold community where she lives and works. Winter Parker is a Licensed Associate Real Estate Broker with The Corcoran Group. Through plenty of hard work, she has earned numerous awards: The North Fork’s Top Producer from 2005 to 2020, Realogy Brokerage Group’s Top 1%, NRT’s Top 100, Corcoran’s President’s and Platinum Council, and Consistently Ranked #1 Agent on the North Fork by Real Trends - The Thousand. Among her many accomplishments is the brokering of multiple local, record-breaking sales.

Prior to joining Corcoran, Winter Parker worked for Ralph Lauren Media as Director of Business Administration, Director of PR & Special Projects, and as a founding member of the successfully launched Polo.com. During her studies in Business Management & Communications at Ramapo State College, she ran and sold one of her family’s businesses, then set her sights on greater avenues working on special projects at McAndrews & Forbes. Her style and grace, coupled with her keen managerial and organizational skills, earned her another high-profile spot with “Co-op King” MJ Raynes.

Winter Parker has not only found her calling in real estate to the benefit of others seeking to purchase or sell on the North Fork, but she also graciously supports various local charities including, Corcoran Cares, CAST, Maureen’s Haven, Habitat for Humanity, and The North Fork Animal Welfare League. Additionally, she’s passionate about giving back to The Make a Wish Foundation, St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, and St. Mary’s Hospital.

Winter Parker brings a wealth of experience, background, and philanthropy to ELIHF to help strengthen the mission and vision of SBELIH.
RECORD BREAKING YEAR FOR ELIH AUXILIARY

ELIH Auxilian, Nora Busch, Reached 24,000 Hours as a Volunteer

The Eastern Long Island Hospital Auxiliary (ELIHA) presented Nora Busch with a proclamation for her dedication and outstanding career as a ELIH Auxilian. Busch began volunteering for the hospital back in 1996. After retirement, Busch was at the hospital for a routine procedure after moving to Southold and saw a poster for Volunteer Services. She inquired and was put in touch with the Director of Volunteer services and Busch says, “the rest is history.”

Busch has served as President of the Auxiliary, ELIH Board of Trustee, Volunteer Services Treasurer, Dream Green Treasurer, Corner Shop Treasurer, TV/Volunteer Services, Opportunity Shop Volunteer, and Auxiliary Board Corresponding Secretary. She has given her time and energy to help our hospital better serve our patients. “She is an extraordinary woman,” says Helene Fall, President, ELIHA, “together we are the common thread between 1905 and present day.”

The Auxiliary predates the hospital by one year, and consists of approximately 150 dedicated women and men who contribute in excess of 23,000 volunteer hours annually. Volunteers donate their time and talent at the Opportunity Shop in Greenport, and prior to the pandemic, the Corner Shop at SBELIH, and the front desk in the hospital lobby. They also assisted with patient transport, welcoming visitors, and performed varied clerical duties throughout the hospital on a daily basis. Hopefully they will be able to return in the next couple of months.

The Auxiliary raises funds for SBELIH in many different ways. Their annual fundraising events include a "Head to Toe" Fashion Show and a “Car Raffle” in May, and the famous “Dream Green Extravaganza” that awards cash prizes to 65 lucky winners at the Maritime Festival in Greenport each September. Additionally, volunteers organize and host an “Italian Nite Dinner” in October, and a “Ladies’ Day on the Links” golf outing.

Nora Busch Presented with NY State Commendation Award

After reading the press release in the paper, Senator Anthony Palumbo presented a New York State Senate 2021 Commendation Award to Nora Busch for her volunteer work at SBELIH. This award was presented in recognition of the 24,000 hours performed by Busch. This was not the first time that Busch has been honored and recognized for her incredible work.

The New York State Senate Commendation Award recognizes “exceptional individuals who have made a dedicated and lasting contribution to their community.”
Thanks to the collaborative efforts of our Auxiliians, ELIHA had its share of event triumphs in 2021.

**Annual Car Raffle**
Thanks to the tireless hours of preparing for the Car Raffle by the Car Raffle Committee, they sold out over 999 tickets.

**Ladies’ Day on the Links**
The Southold West Branch of the Eastern Long Island Hospital Auxiliary hosted its Eighth Annual “Ladies’ Day on the Links” Golf Outing on September 30th, at Island’s End Golf & Country Club in Greenport. Everyone had a great round of golf and the event was the best one ever!

**Dream Green**
Now a legendary event, Dream Green awarded prize money to 65 lucky winners in front of a large crowd at Mitchell Park as the winning tickets were handpicked from a raffle drum. To add to the excitement, the Dream Green Team sold out at 1pm that day!

---

2021 EVENTS: WHAT A YEAR IT WAS!

**Rock the Roadhouse**
**SBELIH** Rocked the Roadhouse with a night of music, raffles and BBQ to support the Hospital. Paul Connor, Chief Administrative Officer at SBELIH kicked off the night by welcoming guests and hospital staff to the event and introduced SBELIH’s very own docs who rock, POC.

Dr. Larry Schiff, Dr. Ryan Zapata, John Fazio, CRNA and Alex Abramowicz, LMSW, who make up POC, dazzled guests with classic rock hits that kept the night rockin’ and everyone on their feet dancing. When taking a break from the dance floor, guests had the opportunity to purchase 50/50 tickets and raffle tickets to our many unique themed baskets created by various hospital departments.

**1st Annual Sailing into Summer Gala**
On Friday, July 23rd, ELIHF hosted its First Annual Sailing into Summer Gala, which raised approximately $152,000 to benefit SBELIH.

More than 128 people participated, including physicians, friends and community, in this magical evening at the Peconic Bay Yacht Club to honor Sheri Winter Parker of The Corcoran Group, and her courageous journey with COVID-19 and how SBELIH saved her life. “SBELIH and Dr. Andrea Libutti, Emergency Medicine were my guardian angels, providing me with care for COVID when no one else would” honoree, Winter Parker said. She went on to say, “I was then transferred to Stony Brook University Hospital for care and was the first intubated COVID patient to survive. Dr. Abigail Chuah, who worked with Dr. Paul Strachan and Dr. Abdul Qadeer, and who took care of me, said this gave them all hope.”
29th Annual Golf Classic

The 2021 Classic honored Jack and Maggie Biggane of Mollie’s Fund. The event raised a record-breaking $155,000. The golf outing is the most eagerly anticipated event of the year for the North Fork and Shelter Island resident to spend a day on the course for a good cause. It was inspiring and energizing to get back out there.

In addition to it being a really fun day, everyone left the golf outing filled with gratitude. If the past year has taught us anything, it’s that our local community hospital must be equipped with the latest and greatest equipment and technology to ensure preparedness for anything that comes our way. We are grateful that the community is still committed to demonstrating their support, and this year’s outing was a true testament to that. Thank you to everyone who joined us for a wonderful day.

3rd Annual Fall Striper Showdown Fishing Tournament

On Saturday, September 26, 2021, ELIHF hosted the 3rd Annual Fall Striper Showdown Fishing Tournament at Port of Egypt Marine, which raised nearly $75,000 to benefit SBELIH. The tournament was chaired by Dave and Maryellen Basile. Companies and individuals sponsored the tournament with Port of Egypt, Greenport Brewery, Peeko Oysters, Southold Fish Market and Osprey Dominion Winery.

Tournament winners were announced after dinner. Awards included two stunning trophies, six cash prizes, along with all-important bragging rights. Congratulations to our winners: The 1st Place Striped Bass The Nickster Fishing, 2nd Place The O Team, and 3rd Place Port of Egypt. The 1st Place Bluefish Team Christopher, 2nd Place Team Argos and 3rd Place Team Christopher.

The Fall Striper Showdown Fishing Tournament is the brainchild of Dave Basile, as a board member of ELIHF and resident of Shelter Island, has worked closely with the ELIHF since the event’s inception to secure the tournament’s place among the ELIHF’s annual fundraisers.

We are incredibly grateful for Basile’s dedication to making this event an annual success. The generosity exhibited by the event organizers, sponsors, and participants is a shining example of the community support on which our hospital was built.

4th Annual 5K Family Walk/Run

SBELIH’s Walk/Run is a time to come together and learn about the amazing services offered through the Behavioral Health Service. This year we gathered on Sunday, October 10th with friends and family and together learned more about Behavior Health, offered hope to one another, and raised the necessary funds for our special programs and support groups. On the heels of the pandemic, these programs and groups are as important as ever in 2021.
At Stony Brook Eastern Long Island Hospital (SBELIH), our community has access to the highest quality medical advancements that Stony Brook Medicine is renowned for and the extraordinary care our hospital team has always delivered. By collaborating with Stony Brook University Hospital (SBUH) and Stony Brook Southampton Hospital (SBSH), we are bringing academic and community medicine together to meet East End residents’ full range of healthcare needs.

**Behavioral Health and Psychiatry**
- Treatment for substance use and mental health disorders
- Medical and psycho-therapeutic approach
- Specializing in co-occurring disorders

**Inpatient Psychiatry**
- Comprehensive care in healing and therapeutic
- Environment
- Medication management
- Group and individual therapy
- Discharge planning to assist patients in their stabilization process

**Psychiatry Residency Program**
- Focusing on community psychiatry and addiction psychiatry
- First year includes four months of inpatient psychiatry at SBELIH; third year completed at Quannacut Outpatient Services

**Quannacut Inpatient Services**
- Inpatient Rehabilitation
- Inpatient Detoxification
- Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)
- Medication Management Services
- Group/Individual Therapy
- Recreation and Creative Arts Therapy

**Quannacut Outpatient Services**
- 14,000-square-foot, state-of-the-art behavioral health facility located in Riverhead
- Advanced Integrated Treatment
- Outpatient Psychiatry
- Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)
- Medication Management Services
- Group/Individual Therapy
- Primary Care Medical Services
- Sober Housing

**Emergency Department**
- Nursing staff is Trauma Nursing (TNCC) certified
- Accessible by land, sea and air 24/7/365

**Physical Therapy**
- Stony Brook Eastern Long Island Hospital
- Gladys Brooks Center, Southold
- Greenport and Shelter Island

**East End Spine and Sports Medicine**
- Acute and chronic conditions of the spine
- Biologic treatment to address sports-related injuries
- Neck or low back pain w/wo radiating pain to upper or lower extremities
- Muscle strain/tears, tendonitis
- Arthritis-related treatment of spine, hips, knees and shoulders

**North Fork Sport Medicine**
- Joint Replacement Surgery
- Fractures and Sprains
- Sports Related Injuries
- Arthroscopic Surgery

**Surgery**
- Gastrointestinal surgery
- Emergency general surgery
- Acute care surgery
- Minimally invasive laparoscopic surgery
- Diseases of the liver, spleen, upper/lower gastrointestinal systems
- Laparoscopic appendectomy-gallbladder surgery
- Hernia repairs (laparoscopic and open)
- Colonoscopy
- Feeding tubes
- Benign skin and soft-tissue tumors
- Traumatic injuries
- Wound care

**Laboratory Services**
- General Chemistry hematology: Electrolyte levels, glucose levels, liver enzymes, cardiac markers, thyroid testing, hematology (including CBC panel), tick-borne disease panel
- Influenza Testing
- COVID-19 Testing
- Micro-Biological Testing

**Radiology and Diagnostic Imaging**
- Bone Mineral Densitometry
- 3D Tomosynthesis Mammography
- Ultrasound/Sonography
- 128-Slice CT Scan
- 1.5 Tesla Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
- Nuclear Medicine
- Digital Radiography (X-ray)
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